Lingt Speaking Assignment # 4

Due to China Night, this assignment is **due by 5pm, on Friday, 07/22.**

http://lingtlanguage.com/takeassignment/710446902451566/

**Using Lingt:** You will need to upgrade to the latest version of **FLASH.**

(1) On the upper right corner of the assignment page, you can find "Microphone". Choose the mic you would like to use. Your choice will ONLY affect the new record bubbles, so it is very important that you choose an appropriate mic before you start recording anything.

(2) Click bubble to do the recording. When you are done with recording, click the bubble again. To listen, just click the bubble again. If you are unsatisfied with what you have recorded, click the cross to the right of the bubble to start over again.

(3) When you are done recording, click on the button “Submit.” You will be prompted to **enter your name (PLEASE ENTER YOUR CHINESE NAME IN PINYIN) and email address** when you submit your recording. They are collected so that the instructor may e-mail you the URL to your recording.

(4) Before record your voice, you need to practice while you are listening to the recordings. Your pronunciations, intonations, and fluency will be evaluated.

This assignment is **due by 5pm, on Friday, 07/22.**